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Welcome back and can we first say a HUGE 

thank you to all for your generous and thought-

ful gifts at the end of last term.  We hope you 

have had a lovely break.  The ‘staycation’  

weather has not been great, but we all needed a 

bit of a rest.  Hopefully Class 3 are raring to go 

and we have, as usual, a very busy, fun-filled 

term planned. 

 

Mrs James & Mrs Wake 

Class Teachers 

 

English 

 

This term we will be focussing on 
the wonderful story of The  

Enormous Crocodile by Roald Dahl.  

This children’s classic has one of 

the scariest tricksters of all:  The 

Enormous Crocodile himself who 

plans dastardly deeds in order to 

capture and eat up to six children in one sitting.  

Last term we focussed on the roles of different 

characters in books, creating a wonderful  

display in the entrance hall around Ananci the 

Spider (another classic trickster).  We will begin 

by focussing on the definition of a trickster  

before exploring a wide range in different tales.  

The children will hear and map the story before 

investigating its structure in the creation of a 

boxed up plan.  As well as focussing on  

tricksters we will also focus on Description.   

Being able to create a description that the  

reader can imagine, making it sound real and 

using it to intrigue is at the heart of all good 

writing and Roald Dahl is a master of his art.  

Description also requires there to be a balance 

between the description and action. 
 

We will begin by analysing the original story and 

picking out descriptive techniques for a  

description toolkit before going on to further 

analyse a model text written by the teacher.  

Before this the children will have a ‘Cold Task’: 

a ‘have a go at it’ write.  These will be used to 
assess current ability and will inform planning. 

 

Martin Young will be with us on Monday 13th 

September to create with the children innovated 

images of an Overcoming the Monster story  

following a similar structure.  These will then be 

used to innovate on the original and further 

model texts will be analysed and shared writing 

used in the process of innovation, always with 

the description toolkit in use.  At the end of the 

unit, the children will use the boxed up  

structure and toolkit to create their own story 

which will allow the reader to imagine, make it 

sound real and intriguing. 

 

Following the fiction unit, we will then move on 
to a non-fiction unit on Instructions which will be 

linked to the story of The Enormous Crocodile.  

We begin the year with instruction because  

instructional language is very familiar to children 

and it tends to be a common form of language 

used both at home and at school.  This means 

instructional language patterns have usually  

become internalised early on.  Although  

instructions might appear, at first glance, to be 

easy enough to write, it is actually quite hard to 

communicate what needs to be done in a simple 

and clear manner that can be easily followed.  

We will begin which a cold task which will  

ascertain the instructional writing skills the  

children already possess. 

 

They will then read and analyse a model  

instructional text entitled How to Foil the  

Enormous Crocodile before drawing up an  

instructional toolkit.  This will then be used for 

shared writing before it is used for an  

independent instructional text. 

 

 

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

 

This term we will begin by creating toolkits for 

all the forms of punctuation used in Class 3.   

 

We will  begin by visiting (or revisiting in the 
case of Year 6) the many grammatical terminol-

ogies required to be taught.  These will be  

supported by the actions/images to aid recall 

and understanding. 

Class 3 



Spellings 

 

The children will have a weekly spelling test on 

a Friday morning.  Every week will focus on a 

new rule and there will be 10 spelling words 

that use / include the rule.  As well as this, 

there will be 5 extra spellings from the  

National Curriculum statutory word lists for 

Year 5 and Year 6. 

 

 

Reading 

 

The start of a new year means a new class 

book.  Class 3 have started to read a classic: 
The Midnight Fox by Betsy Byars.  Every day, we 

will try to dedicate some time where the 

teacher will be the reader.  Our class novel will 

be the basis of some of our ‘book talk’ sessions 

where the children will discuss all aspects of 

the book, including the imagery the author is 

trying to create and how they do so, for  

example through the use of figurative language, 

and we will use extracts from the text to make 

predictions, inferences and summarise key 

events that have happened and discuss what we 

like and dislike about the content and what 

puzzles or patterns we may have/notice.  

 

Our new Year 5s have been introduced to the 

ever-growing Class 3 Page Turners Library and 

all of the children will be able to bring one 

home to enjoy.  We ask that the children have 

these books in school every day as they will be 

given opportunities to read independently as 

well as regular 1:1 drop in sessions with  

members of staff who will discuss and question 

their understanding of what they are reading, 

ensuring that the children are reading regularly 

and fluently with expression.  

 

Once the children have read their page turner 

books, they will need to write a page turner 

postcard to review the book and give a  

summary of what happens which will then be 
shared with their peers.  We strongly  

encourage parents to enjoy these books with 

their children – children in Class 3 are not too 

old to read with an adult so please take the 

time to listen and enjoy reading with your  

children on a regular basis.   

 

Next week we will complete a reading  

assessment to establish reading strands that we 

need to focus on during our class sessions; they 

are often known as VIPERS: Vocabulary, Infer,  

Predict, Explain, Retrieve and Summarise. We 

will also reflect on what makes a good reader 

focussing on fluency, self-correction, re-reading 

for clarification and the importance of pace; the 

best readers are not always the quickest and this 

is something, as parents, you can also  

model at home.  

 

 

Homework 

 
Every Friday, Class 3 will have a new spelling list 

to learn over the week and some IXL maths ac-

tivities. Regular page turner reading will also be 

expected and occasionally, we will send out a 

reading comprehension activity. Class 3 home-

work can be found on the school website.  

 

 

 

Maths 

 

Number 

 

We will begin by assessing the children’s ability 

to use the four written calculation methods:  

addition, subtraction, multiplication and  

division.  We will then create toolkits together 

and display them in the classroom to act as a 

prompt/guide if required.  We will also carry out 

an assessment of tables knowledge and set  

individual targets as a result.  We will also carry 

out further assessments which will inform future 

planning. 

 

Our first unit of work will focus on Place Value. 

We will begin by focussing on the mathematical 

language associated with place value and we will 

create definition posters together with all the 

relevant vocabulary:  words such as unit, digit, 

place, value, ten, tenth, hundred, hundredth will be 
clearly defined and pictorial representation 

made to aid understanding and retention.  These 

will be clearly displayed in the classroom.  The 

unit of work will cover the following:   

 

 numbers to 10,000 

 numbers to 100,000 

 numbers to a million 

 numbers to ten million 



 comparing and ordering any number 

 rounding numbers to 10,100 and 1000 

 negative numbers. 

 

Following this we will move on to a unit  

entitled The Four Operations.  Here we will 

begin once again by focussing on mathematical 

language before beginning the process of  

ensuring a deep understanding of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, division, the inverse 

and multi-step addition and subtraction  

problems. 

 

Shape, Space and Measure 

 
This term we will focus on Position and  

Direction. Throughout the term, the children 

will learn how to read and plot co-ordinates in 

all four quadrants and join co-ordinates up to 

make specific shapes.  We will also look at how 

to find missing co-ordinates on given shapes 

without labelled axes.  After that, the focus will 

be on reflecting shapes across all 4 quadrants 

before moving on to translation. The children 

will complete a COLD and HOT task at the 

beginning and end of the unit to show their  

prior knowledge and their improved under-

standing once the teaching of the skills has  

happened.  

 

Science 

 

Our Science topic is entitled Looking at 

States.  In this unit the children will 

learn about the states of matter.  They 

will compare and group materials together,  

according to whether they are solids, liquids or 

gases.  They will observe that some materials 

change state when heated or cooled, and they 

will identify the part played by evaporation and 

condensation in the water cycle.  The children 

will learn the definitions of the following  

scientific words:  solid, liquid, gas, matter, boiling, 

evaporate, melt, temperature, material, property, 

condensing, freezing, changing state 
 

 

Computing 

 

Our computing unit this term will be looking at 

how to develop an interactive game.  The  

children will have a go at designing and creating 

their own game using tools such as sequence, 

selection, repetition and variables to create a 

game suitable for a specific audience.  

 

We will also have two Natterhub online safety 

sessions entitled: Online Temptations and 

Pressures and Think Before You Share. There 

will also be regular homework activities linked 

to online safety which will be introduced later 

on in the term.  

 

Geography 

 

We will be starting the new school year with a 

Geography topic which focuses on the United 

Kingdom.  We will spend time reflecting on 

our geographical knowledge of the world and 

map reading skills by naming and locating  

continents and oceans before moving on to 

locating and naming countries within  

continents and looking at major seas.  

 

We will then focus on the countries, counties 

and famous landmarks within the UK and other 

key topographical features such as mountains 

and rivers. We will then look more closely on 

a selected country within the UK and build up 

our geographical knowledge of its rivers,  

districts, cities and other physical and human 

features compared to another country within 

the world.  
 

 

Art/DT 

 

Class 2 and 3 will have two art days later in the 

term which will be linked to Geography with 

Mrs Elliott where we will look at perspective 

drawing.  
 

 
Spanish 

 

This term’s topic will be Clothes.  We will learn 

to describe what we are wearing. Year 5 will 

learn about masculine and feminine nouns, 

Year 6 will continue using this knowledge to  

describe clothes using adjectival agreement.  

The verb llevar (to wear) will be used to model 

verb endings. 
 

Targets:  Design and create an interactive game using the 
Scratch software 

 Detect and correct any errors in their game 

 Understand that copyright laws exist to protect 
original content creators 

 Understand the risks involved in online gaming  



 

Music 

 

This half term, Class 3 will be playing the  

recorder, following the notes on the stave and 

discovering how music is set out when it is 

written for two parts.  There will be a focus on 

the different note lengths used, with  

discussions around the 

various elements of  

music to create an  

effective performance. 

 

 

 
PE 

 

PE will continue on a Thursday.    During their 

first unit this academic year, the children of 

class 3 will be exploring different football  

tactics and formations, whilst applying them to 

different game situations.  They will also look at 

and work on the basic fundamental football 

skills, and again apply them to different game 

scenarios.  The children will also work on quick 

decision making in matches under  

pressure from opposing players.  

 

Please remember the  requirement for  

wearing PE kit all day on a Thursday. 

 

 

RE 

 

Our unit of work is entitled Peace:  Why should 

we give it a chance?  The focus of this unit will 

be on exploring how and why peace might be 

important in people’s lives and how some, in-

cluding those from different faiths, might pur-

sue or promote peace in a variety of different 

ways.  The children will be encouraged to think 

for themselves about questions to do with 

what peace is and why it might be important in 

their own lives and in the world as a whole.  

They will consider what can be learned from 
the actions of individuals like Mahatma Gandhi 

and Nelson Mandela as well as referencing 

their own experiences, beliefs and values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thinking Classrooms 

 

This term we will focus on Being a Learner.  The 

Learning power focus is as follows:  being  

resilient; self-improvement; co-operative learning; 

being creative; being curious and continuously  

improving.  The children explore how they can 

explain learning effectively. 

 

 

Relationships & Health Education 

 
This term our unit of work is entitled Happy and 

Healthy Friendships.  The following will be  

covered:  personal safety; relationships and change 

and wider emotions. 

 

 



 


